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Abstract

This research-in-brief compares -- based on documentation and web sites information -- findings of three different facial emotion extraction methods and puts forward possibilities of implementing the methods to Second Life. The motivation for the research stemmed from a literature review which indicated that current virtual communication tools did not satisfy users. The review showed that people preferred real-life like communication in virtual environments due to higher immersion and better user experience. Research revealed three methods used to create avatar facial expressiveness using facial emotion extraction. The three methods found were:

1. Extracting emotion through user texts to apply to avatar facial features in real-time
2. Using Microsoft’s Kinect technology to capture user facial motion to apply to the avatars’ in real-time
3. Extracting emotion through video capture of user’s facial expressions via webcam in real-time.

This research analyzed the three methods in terms of implementation, integration and feasibility in Second Life.

This analysis hypothesizes that extracting user facial emotion via webcam is the easiest to implement, integrate, and is the most feasible method to use.
1. Introduction

Virtual worlds are growing in popularity. “60% of [businesses surveyed] plan to increase spending for virtual environments and events, and 67% are contemplating hosting 10 or more virtual events in the next 12 months” (Gardner, 2011), this includes virtual environments, webinars, etc.

However, “virtual worlds as we know them today are not user friendly or effective as a seriously used communication tool” (Bouda, 2012). One of the main reasons for this is the lack of a real-life like communication format.

To support communication, avatar facial features and expressions should be well developed (Perlin, 2000). Second Life (SL), an online virtual world, was focused on for this analysis.

Although avatars in SL can text chat or voice chat with other avatars (with or without Lip Sync), they lack expressive facial features.

Facial emotion extraction refers to the method of extracting the current facial expression of a user in real-life and applying that expression on the face of the avatar in real-time. This case analysis focused on Second Life and how it can better increase communication between avatars by looking at three facial emotion extraction methods available today. This analysis will purpose the best method based on ease of implementation, integration, and use in Second Life. Research limitations and future advancement opportunities are also discussed.

1.1 Literature Review

The literature review helps support the need for better facial expression and features in Second Life by looking at research in two areas: the importance of expressiveness for communication and immersion in virtual worlds and studies on methods in creating good facial expressions for avatars. Second Life’s current avatar expressiveness methods are discussed and the three emotion extraction methods to be reviewed in this study are introduced.

1.2 Importance of Expressiveness for Communication and Immersion in Virtual Worlds

According to dictionary.com (2012) immersion is defined as a “state of being deeply engaged or involved; absorption”. To have immersion in a virtual world implies that users are highly absorbed in the environment, are having a deeply engaging user experience, and the communication feels continuous. Studies have found that having a real life-like form of communication is what immerses users, and therefore research has looked at ways to make virtual world communication even more like real world communication through avatar and environment design (John et. al, 2011; Andre et. al, 1999; Bates, 1994). It is found that, “in face-to-face interactions emotions are integral to the interpersonal processes that help develop mutual rapport between the communicators” (John et. al, 2011). As a result, effective virtual world communication would require the same emotional expression as that provided by face to face interaction.

The main form of communication between avatars that Second Life provides, is through text chatting or voice chatting. The research findings suggest that text chatting is not the most effective, due to the misinterpretation it might cause. Lack of non-verbal cues might lead to misreading of emotion by one user from another. Kiesler et al. (1984) found that without visual cues, users communicating online
might be more uninhibited or aggressive than when communicating in real-life (John et. al, 2011). This shows that having avatars chat via text is not the best way to provide accurate information. Through chat boxes, SL users will not get a true real-life feeling of communication.

The other form of communication SL provides is through voice chatting. Although emotion can definitely be heard through voice chatting, the audio might not match the visual. An avatar in SL can have very expressionless facial features as the user of that avatar chats away happily, angrily or with other emotion.

Users may use Lip Sync, if they enable it, to have their avatar’s lips move in unison to the user’s voice (Lip Sync, 2012). However, this method focuses primarily on the syncing of the movement of the lips of the avatar to the voice of the user, rather than focusing on the emotional facial/body animation of the avatar.

Studies have shown that it is important for avatars to “demonstrate intelligent life-like behavior to make them believable in social computing” (John et. al, 2011; Prendinger et al, 2003). Hayes-Roth (2003) suggests that avatars should show emotional responses in order for them to have ‘life-like’ behavior (John et. al, 2011).

Second Life’s interface does include a HUD – Heads Up Display – which is defined as a “display where gamers can see their character’s vital statistics and more” (Webopedia, 2012). The HUD in SL allows users to select a particular gesture that changes the avatar’s facial expression and body movement, based on the choice. Because the user of the avatar has to choose the correct gesture while speaking in voice chat and the emotion is not automatically displayed on the avatar’s face in correspondence to what is being said, the user’s immersion in the virtual world is interrupted. In real-life communication, one will not be speaking and pausing to think (similar to selecting a gesture in the HUD in SL) about what to do with their face and body; facial expressions and body movements will automatically coincide with what one is saying. This suggests that a better method is needed in SL to allow for an immersive communication between avatars.

According to Bouda, gestures and motions in virtual worlds do influence user experience and “studies show that there are a lot of users demotivated or disappointed from the virtual world’s environment and after their first visit they never come back. That has to change” (2012).

### 1.3 Methods for Creating Good Facial Expressions for Avatars

Researchers from Stanford University and the Research Center for Virtual Environments and Behavior are currently studying many topics regarding virtual world and virtual world avatars (Stanford University, 2012; ReCVEB, 2012). These studies include: how virtual traveling of avatars reduces energy use, implications of having an avatar, what exactly do people do in SL, exploring a world as another person, spatial behavior, social psychology, and more (Stanford University, 2012; ReCVEB, 2012). None of the above studies currently conducted are on methods of creating better facial expressions on avatars in SL. However, some researchers have focused on similar areas of study.

According to John et. al. (2011), Prendinger et al. (2003) and Andre et. al. (2000) have looked at a way to develop a language to script “emotionally and socially appropriate responses for animated characters.” Thalmann et. al. (2000) “presented an approach to implementation of autonomous virtual actors in virtual worlds based on perception and virtual sensors” (John et. al, 2011). Cassell et.al (2000)
and Badler et. al. (1995) “[have] developed a framework for designing automated response for animated characters who participate in conversational interaction with human users” (2011). Although these researchers have looked at ways to create better emotional expressions on avatar facial features, none of them looked at methods to extract facial expressions from users to apply to avatar expressions in SL.

John et al. (2011) have looked at a way to extract expressions from users to apply to avatar facial features in virtual worlds. They proposed a method called “Emotion Analyzer”. This method involves extracting emotion through users’ text messages and applying that emotion to the face of the avatar during a virtual world chat (2011). According to the research, this will “enhance social interaction in 3D social worlds” (2011). Since SL provides text chatting as a form of communication between avatars, this is a plausible method SL can use to provide an ‘enhanced’ social interaction. In fact, in the Second Life Marketplace, ‘an automatic facial animation HUD’ can be purchased that reads a user’s text in the chat box and portrays the gesture automatically, based on the words read.

Bouda (2012) states, “windows have developed Kinect, which can be used for controlling [the] virtual world of Second Life by body motions.” Microsoft has a video game console named Xbox 360; the Kinect is a system used with the Xbox 360 which allows players to use their body as a controller when playing a game. This method uses motion capture, which is the digital recording of real world gestures (oxforddictionaries.com, 2012). In 2011, Microsoft introduced Avatar Kinect, which “takes the technology to the next level, not only expanding animation to user-specific avatars themselves, but also animating coarse-grained facial features of those avatars” (Embedded Vision Alliance, 2011). Following Microsoft’s innovation, Sony has developed a facial recognition technology (also using motion capture) for its new hand-held device named Vita; this technology allows users to have immersive avatar chats (Ishaan, 2011). This method can be applied in SL as Bouda (2012) suggests.

nViso (2012), a company based in Lausanne, Switzerland has developed a technology that can “passively capture human emotions from facial expressions and eye movement by tracking over 143 points on a face using only a webcam” (2012). This is another methodology SL can use to create better avatar facial expressiveness during virtual world communications.

1.4 Three Cases for Cross-Case Analysis

Through research it is shown that to have the best form of user experience in a virtual world, more specifically Second Life, users communicating in such a world need to feel as if they are speaking face-to-face. Emotions are found to be crucial to face-to-face communication, hence important to virtual communication. This literature review showed that having avatars express real-time emotions is a key for better user-experience and immersion in SL. This review has also shown that although studies were conducted on avatar expressiveness in various virtual platforms, no specific research has thoroughly looked at the best method for avatar expressiveness in SL. Out of the research and technologies that have studied facial emotion extraction methods, three were identified.

1. Extracting emotion through user texts to apply to avatar facial features in real-time.
2. Using Microsoft’s Kinect technology to capture user facial motion to apply to the avatars in real-time.
3. Extracting emotions through video capture of user’s facial expressions via webcam in real-time.
This research will analyze the three methods in terms of implementation, integration and feasibility and suggest the method that SL should incorporate into its virtual world experience.

2. Cross-Case Analysis

An analysis of Implementation/Integration/Feasibility of the Methods in SL.

2.1 Extracting emotion through user texts to apply to avatar facial features in real-time

As discussed before, Second Life provides a HUD to its users to choose gestures their avatars can make. These gestures mimic certain emotions such as happiness, sadness, anger, etc. Users of Second Life can visit Second Life Marketplace and purchase gestures in exchange for Linden dollars.

For L$247 (Linden dollars) or for $1.36 US dollars a user can purchase the Face Emoter in Figure 1, which displays such expressions as smile, pain, sad, surprise, and plead. There are other packages one can buy through Second Life Marketplace.
For L$500 or $2.43, users can buy this HUD that will allow them to “show emotions based on what you type” (Second Life Marketplace, 2008). This shows that Second Life has already implemented the first form of facial expression extraction method, the extraction of emotion through user text, and has easily integrated it into the world of SL.

However, as discussed before, this form of implementation relies on users’ use of text-based communication which, unlike face to face communication, causes time lapses between the spoken words and emotional expressions conveyed.

Since this method is already integrated into SL, it can be easily accessed by the users. However, users need to be willing to pay the L$500+ or $2.43+. This analysis shows that although the first method is already in use in SL, it relies on text-based communication and a purchase of specific HUDs. This can act as a deterrent to users unwilling to pay the purchase price and, in turn, limit their immersion and life-like communication experience.

2.2 Using Microsoft’s Kinect Technology to Capture User’s Facial Motion to Apply to the Avatars’ in Real-Time

Microsoft released Avatar Kinect in 2011 to the Xbox LIVE marketplace. It gives users the ability, through their avatars, to socialize with their friends in a virtual world provided by Xbox LIVE (Embedded Vision Alliance, 2011). Users can have virtual meetings, talk shows, game shows, etc. Following suit, Sony released its hand-held device, Vita, in November 2011. Vita uses the same motion capture technology that allows users to have virtual chats using their avatars (Ishaan, 2011). Both technologies use motion capture for facial recognition.

Xbox, which already connects to the Internet via Wi-Fi, can connect to SL; Kinect can easily control SL avatars similar to Avatar Kinect. This implementation could mean the elimination of the keyboard and the mouse for the SL user. Since Kinect allows the user to be the controller, SL users can walk, talk, run, fly etc. using their bodies and face as controllers. This can lead to full immersion into the SL world, increasing positive user experience. Since good virtual world communication mimics real-
world communication, this method will allow that to the fullest. The initial analysis of this technology looks promising.

Figure 3: Avatar Kinect Launch Trailer. (YouTube, 2011a)

Figure 3 is a screen capture of a YouTube video of the Avatar Kinect launch trailer, viewed here: Video 1(http://youtu.be/7pXtfZ43rPU). The technology looks immersive and fun. To further evaluate Kinect technology vs. Second Life, game shows hosted in Xbox LIVE and in Second Life were compared.

Figure 4: A Quick Look at Avatar Kinect (YouTube, 2011b)
Figure 4 is a screen capture of a YouTube video (Video 2) and Figure 5 is a screen capture of a Second Life game-show called The 1st Question (Video 3). Although not very obvious in the screen capture, watching the actual videos shows that Kinect allows for a more immersive form of game show/talk show as supposed to SL in terms of avatar gestures and facial expressions.

Using this form of technology might suggest collaboration between Linden Lab and Microsoft.

Integration into SL however, poses a problem. An Xbox 360 console with Kinect costs $299 (Walmart.com, 2012). Although current Xbox 360 users might use Second Life, chances are that not all Second Life users own the Xbox 360 console and Kinect. According to one statistic, Kinect is owned by 8 to 10 million people in the US (McEntegart, 2011), and in 2010 it was estimated that Second Life had 21.3 million accounts registered (Wikipedia, 2012). So even if Kinect technology was implemented in SL by Microsoft collaborating with Linden Lab, the integration of this technology would mean that all SL users needed to purchase the Xbox 360 console and Kinect. In terms of easy integration of Kinect to the world of SL, this is a very hard way of getting users to incorporate the technology. Chances are that not everyone using SL (which allows for their users to download the viewer and register for free) is willing to pay $299 just to experience the virtual world.

As a result overall analysis shows that although Kinect technology is immersive and mimics the face-to-face form of communication, the implementation of Kinect through Xbox LIVE to connect to SL is not very feasible, since SL users need to buy expensive hardware to experience this technology.

2.3 Extracting Emotion through Video Capture of User’s Facial Expressions via Webcam in Real-Time

nViso utilizes a technology called 3D Facial Imaging which captures human emotions using a webcam in real-time (2012). The company explains that their technology can “measure emotions based on automated facial expression recognition and eye tracking […] free from wires…”, is “available in a wide range of online and offline platforms including mobile and web apps […] across three geographic regions including North America, Europe, and Asia-Pacific”, and “integrates into existing survey frameworks and platforms” (2012).
Currently, this company offers services in analyzing “emotional response levels of consumers to marketing stimuli in real time” (2012). Technically although nViso provides facial emotion extraction only for marketing purposes, this technology, in theory, works for SL.

Second Life users can use voice chat to communicate with other avatars with their webcams on and their avatars can express the same emotions as they are, whilst talking. This form of communication mimics real face to face communication, allowing for immersion and positive user experience.

Implementing this technology into SL means that Linden Lab needs to contact nViso and ask for their services. As stated on their website, nViso’s technology “integrates into existing survey frameworks and platforms” (2012), which means nViso is willing to integrate their technology to any platform (albeit survey platforms for now). However since nViso’s technology only extracts facial emotion data, another form of software is needed to take that extracted data and apply it to 3D avatar features, which Linden Lab needs to provide. Linden Lab can incorporate nViso technology into Second Life Viewer allowing users to access it free of cost.

Integration of this technology by the user is also plausible. Besides the possibility of it being free via Second Life Viewer, this method uses only a webcam as hardware to read user facial expressions. According to PC world, 79% of laptops now have webcams (2011); this means chances are that a Second Life user already has a webcam. Statistics from Pew Internet & American Life Project show that 72% of 18 – 20 year olds own a laptop (2011), and according to Cisco (2011) more than 50% of Generation Y owns a webcam. These statistics support the idea that using this method of extracting facial emotion data is very feasible, since many people own laptops and most laptops have built in webcams.

Overall analysis of this method shows that implementation of this technology is feasible since it only requires Linden Lab acquiring services from nViso. Integrating the method is also feasible due to nViso’s willingness to work with any platform and the use of only webcams to extract facial emotion, which most laptop owners have.
3. Analysis Results

After comparing and contrasting the three facial emotion extraction methods in terms of feasibility, implementation and integration, the following results were found:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Implementation</th>
<th>Feasibility</th>
<th>Integration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Extracting emotion through user text</td>
<td>• Already implemented in SL through Second Life Marketplace</td>
<td>• Uses text chat which means total immersion of communication in the virtual world to mimic real face-to-face communication is not feasible</td>
<td>• Users can integrate it by buying Automatic Facial Animation HUDs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Not all users are willing to pay for the HUDs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Extracting emotion using motion capture</td>
<td>• SL can be accessed through the Xbox 360 console via Xbox LIVE through Wi-Fi</td>
<td>• Not feasible to believe users are willing to buy expensive hardware just to use SL</td>
<td>• Users need to buy Xbox 360 and Kinect in order to integrate this technology.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>technology via Xbox and Kinect</td>
<td>• Implies Microsoft cooperating with Linden Lab</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Extracting emotion using nViso’s</td>
<td>• Linden Lab hiring nViso</td>
<td>• Most users own laptops</td>
<td>• Users do not need to do anything except for using their webcams in SL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>technology via webcams</td>
<td>• Finding a method to use the extracted data from nViso’s technology to apply to 3D avatar facial features.</td>
<td>• Most laptops have webcams</td>
<td>• Can be integrated free via Second Life Viewer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As a result, extracting facial emotion using nViso’s technique via webcam is the best method out of the three cases considered.

3.1 Limitations

This study is a cross-case analysis of the three facial emotion extraction methods identified through literature review. The results were reached strictly through comparing and contrasting the possibilities of using the methods for Second Life. The methods were not actually implemented within a virtual world environment to conduct the research. Furthermore, this study looks at only three facial emotion extraction methods used for conveying better avatar expressiveness; further research is needed.
to identify more methods. nViso’s facial emotion extraction method only reads the data on a user’s face via webcam; it does not have the means to apply that data to 3D avatars.

3.2 Future Research

Further research is necessary in order to justify the hypothesis formed in this study. Applying the methods identified to an actual virtual world environment and collecting qualitative and/or quantitative data can help further this research.

4. Conclusion

Virtual worlds are growing in popularity; they are being used by businesses, educational institutions and to socialize. Some of the reasons for this popularity are cost efficiency for businesses in terms of travel for meetings, providing a fun environment for education, and also as a form of a therapeutic environment. Mimicking real-life communication in virtual worlds is crucial for users’ immersive experience. Better communication leads to better utilization of the virtual world. However, today’s virtual world avatar communication could be significantly improved.

Through literature review, three technologies where identified that can help with avatar communication in virtual worlds. The three methods were: extracting emotion through user texts to apply to avatar facial features in real-time, using Microsoft’s Kinect technology to capture user facial motion to apply to the avatars’ in real-time, and extracting emotion through video capture of user’s facial expressions via webcam in real-time. A specific virtual world, Second Life, was focused on for possible implementations of these methods.

This research evaluated the three technologies available to better user experience in Second Life through comparing and contrasting the implementation, integration and feasibility of the methods. After conducting comparisons of the likelihoods of using these technologies in Second Life, it was concluded that extracting emotion via webcam was the best method out of the three cases studied.
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Appendices

1. Abbreviations

   SL = Second Life
   ReCVEB = Research Center for Virtual Environments and Behavior
   MMOG = Massively Multiplayer Online Game
   HUD = Heads Up Display
   HCI = Human Computer Interaction
   AI = Artificial Intelligent

2. Definitions

   • Immersion: state of being deeply engaged or involved; absorption (dictionary.com, 2012)
   • HUD: display where gamers can see their character’s vital statistics and more (Webopedia, 2012).
   • Avatar: avatar is the virtual representation of the online user (TechTerms.com, 2012).
   • Information Accountability: Information accountability means the use of information should be transparent so it is possible to determine whether a particular use is appropriate under a given set of rules and that the system enables individuals and institutions to be held accountable for misuse (Weitzner et. al., 2007).
   • Lip Sync (in Second Life): Whenever someone uses voice chat and you see the green waves above the avatar's head, you should also see the avatars lips move (Lip Sync, 2012).
   • MMOG: an online video game which can be played by a very large number of people simultaneously (oxforddictionaries.com, 2012).
   • Motion Capture: the process or technique of recording patterns of movement digitally, especially the recording of an actor's movements for the purpose of animating a digital character in a film or computer game (oxforddictionaries.com, 2012).